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DANIEL OXFORD HAND CRAFTED FINISHES

All Daniel Oxford metal finishes are hand applied by the highest skilled trades people 
creating flawless living and protected finishes to suit our clients specification. Next to each 

brass and bronze finish there is an icon which indicates the finish options. LF is a living finish that 
ages gracefully overtime and LAQ is a lacquer protected coating that prevents any aging. 

These options are available on brass and bronze finishes.

LF - Available as a Living Finish. Daniel Oxford protects all our living finishes with a high quality 
wax coating. Our wax coating allows the natural aging process to happen gradually overtime with 

use and natural oxidisation. If you wish to prolong the aging process regularly apply wax when 
cleaning to slow the aging process.

LAQ - Available on all finishes that are prone to aging. Lacquer protective coating preserves and 
prevents the natural aging process. Lacquer is a great option if you do not wish for the finish to 

change overtime or wish to reduce finger prints. Please note lacquer finished can add a 
gloss shine to the finish.

We look forward to showing you are exquisite hand finished collection.



POLISHED BRASS
LF | LAQ

Our entire collection is manufactured from 
Solid Brass, Polished Brass is high quality 
mirror polish preformed on a raw product 

to give a natural golden finish.

LACQUER & WAX PROTECTION AVAILABLE

SATIN BRASS
LF | LAQ

Satin Brass is another natural finish that takes
advantage of the highest quality brass, finished 

with an abrasive wool to give a warm evenly
brushed finish.

LACQUER & WAX PROTECTION AVAILABLE
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ANTIQUE BRASS
LF | LAQ

Antique Brass is a stunning natural finish that 
sits inbetween satin brass and dark bronze. The
 finish has a satin brushed base with a bronze 

accent running through. The uneven finish creates 
a beautiful natural finish. 

LACQUER & WAX PROTECTION AVAILABLE

DARK BRONZE
LF | LAQ

Dark Bronze is a timeless finish that compliments
all of our collection. This particular finish ages

magnificently over time and is in fact one of our
most popular. The base finish is a satin brushed with

a dark bronze covering.

LACQUER & WAX PROTECTION AVAILABLE



SATIN NICKEL

Satin Nickel is widely used for creating a brushed 
stainless steel effect yet allowing the clinet to 
have a superior brass product. Satin Nickel is 

brushed satin finish that can be lacquered to add 
aditional protection.

POLISHED NICKEL

Polished Nickel is a beautiful reflective finish that 
is highly polished, layered in copper and then a 

thick Nickel coating is applied to provide a 
unrivalled polished finish.
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POLISHED CHROME

Polished Chrome is very similar to polished nickel, 
except it has a slightly brighter tone to the highly 

polished finish. Polished Chrome can provide a more 
durable finish solution for areas by the coast and in 
bathrooms. The Chrome coating sits on top of the 

Nickel providing a highly durable finish.

SATIN CHROME

Satin Chrome is a satin brushed base finish with a 
brighter tone then satin nickel. The finish is very 

durable in areas such as bathrooms due to
the additional chrome protection.




